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Product: Muddskip is a product that can be purchased as an additive, which you add to 
existing dry or premix drywall compounds converting them into a one day process wall 
finish that saves exponential time, money and labor.  Muddskip is changing the process 
of wall finishing as we know it today.  No more sanding, no more long dry times with same 
day multi step finishing capability, you can even ROLL it on with simple paint roller.  
Muddskip allows you to apply over several substrates  (existing surfaces) without a bonder 
and obtain the desired finish you choose, whether that be up to a level 5 smooth, skip 
trowel, texture, knock down, orange peal or a modification of your own.  Never before has 
there been a product that allows you to layer over layer without extensive dry time 
with no sanding.   

As easy as 1-2-3 Mix - Apply Base Coat - Apply Finish Coat. Get a level 5 smooth coat 
finish in ONE DAY with NO Sanding mess, ready for paint in a day or finish to your desired 
texture.  


This revolutionary product allows anyone ease of use in applying existing drywall mud to a 
wall, transforming the finish with less time, no sanding mess and a beautiful, durable finish 
much like you would get with professional plaster products.  The capability to act like 
plaster but applies easily over drywall or other existing substrates in ONE DAY with No 
Sanding Mess.  Professional’s love this product as its substantially less laborious, saves 
exponential time and prep as there is no sanding involved. Even a novice or first time 
applicator can obtain a professional finish!


 Muddskip transforms existing drywall mud to perform like a lightweight plaster finish that 
anyone can apply easily in one day without sanding.  Whether you are looking for a smooth 
finish, a textured finish like drag plaster, skip trowel, stucco, or a simple orange peel, this 
product offers the ease of use to obtain your desired look in a fraction of the time traditional 
products would take to perform desired finish and with no sanding mess and long dry time 
between coats.  


The fact this product can be ROLLED onto walls with a simple paint roller allows for 
extremely simple application process or you can use the traditional hawk and trowel or pan 
and knife application methods.  Muddskip saves from 30-65% labor time depending on skill 
level and humidity.   


Saves on Labor with wet on wet coats same day Less windshield time  

Can be rolled on wall Rehydrates with a simple mist of water or Finisher 

NO SANDING No Sanding Mess Add to any existing joint compound 
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